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About This Content

Second part of the cyberpunk visual novel series. Set in a future in a mega city where surveillance and hacking are part of every
day life, it revolves around human relations, their dreams and their fight for living a free life.

Invisible Apartment 2 is our first longer format visual novel. Part one, which is already available on Steam for some time now
was a free introduction to the whole series. This part takes place months after the events of the previous part with a bunch of

new characters and a ton of new locations.
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Broken on Windows 10. Menu displays as white washed and unintelligible. Same with the gameplay when you fumble through
to it. Judging by community discussion: even those who manage to modify the game into functioning at all will only experience
further BS down the line. Waste of money. Pity - because it looks like a really cool game.. Best game of the year 2015. Nobody
told me the Dorito Monsters would be that scary, this has been a life changing experience.. Pro's:
It's Match-3!
It's Hidden Object!
It's got some Combat!
There's stuff to buy!
Has Puzzles?!

Con's:
Limited power-ups from matching (additionals can be bought but they're random spawn)
Simplistic Design for Hidden Object (no real challenge)
Puzzles aren't so much puzzles as they are just something to break up the monotony.
System matches don't reward power-ups, only player matches do.

Game isn't balanced:
  The game rewards specific monetary amounts per level\/challenge, yet at the end you'll have $7k+ with nothing to buy.

  You will complete ALL achievements before you reach the end of the game (yep, not even an end game achievement)

  Game does not get anymore or less difficult as you progress (including combat) (could be a Pro too I suppose...)

  At certain points, there are obstacles that block the way, but you just single click and it's cleared, kinda underminds the levels
leading up to the challenges; seems like there was an opportunity to put a challenge or mini game there, that was missed.

No real replayability, after you complete the game it starts you over (with all unlocks) on board 1, (I really wasn't sure what to
expect, but it definitely wasn't that).

Voice over is pretty poor as is the overall story, there's nothing that really makes you feel like you understand why you're doing
what you're doing (other than to return the dragon eggs).

Suffice to say, this one felt like it was rushed to market before it was properly vetted.... What do I say.

I love the earn to die series. But with this, you are better off playing it in your browser. The money collection speed is
absolutely\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 You have to play through a level 50 times before having enough for the last
armor upgrade. You don't even get a bonus for collecting all money crates in a section. WHAT USE ARE THEM THEN?

No options. Can't turn the music or sound down, just on or off. Can't turn off checkpoints.

And the elephant: YOU CAN'T USE PREVIOUS CARS WHEN YOU UNLOCK A NEW ONE. WHAT THE
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 WERE THEY SMOKING?

If you make a Earn to die 2 Deluxe, here are my suggestions:
x2 Money mode, where there are no money crates and upgrades cost slightly more.
More Options.
Using any car on any stage.
Names for the cars. (I.E: level 2 car can be the "Lead Sled."
Bonus for collecting all cash crates.
More music.
Option to repair cars.
. Black Mist is a fun Metroidvania game with some interesting mechanics. I quite enjoy the black mist that the game gets its
name from. It adds suspense to what would otherwise be a very bland game.
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The lives system is also quite nice. Instead of having a certain amount of lives and ammo, the two are combined. Shooting uses
Energy, which can be regained from falling enemies. Energy also acts as a life force, so when you run out, it's game over. You
lose Energy when hit by enemies too.
It's clearly a game that was made with love, but without too much ambition. It's a nice time killer if you want something more in-
depth than cookie clicker, and brings some new ideas to the genre.
7\/10
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A must have for any pc gamer, graphicly impressive and a deep story line i cant wait for the season pass to realese,
I strongly recommend this product for any gamer experienced or not in all ages.
Warning sometimes uses faoul language.
Not suitable for anyone under 500 years.. This game is a perfect game for kids. I played this with my 4 year old and my 8 year
old and they loved it. It can be tough at times, but most of this game is forgiving. It's a typical platforming game with a cool
floating\/soaring gimmick attached to it. It takes a bit to get used to, but once you get the hang of it the game itself is pretty
simple. The graphics aren't anything to really brag about, but they fit the gameplay. Overall, a great game to play with your kids.
If you are an adult, you might lose interest from its simplicity. Even the achievements are simple.. While this is really really
good and a really really good scenery, it does not work with Ground Services X. I bought this and tried using it with GSX but it
would not correlate the gates properly. In the end I had to buy it from ORBX's online store.. honesly, this game is freaking
amazing. very cathartic to just work these puzzles out. and the difficulty ramp-up with cool mechanics was awesome. thanks for
this game, whoever made this.. Middle Earth: Shadow of war is sequel to Middle Earth: Shadow of Mordor.

As a sequel it offers much more freedom and more endgame content.
(Yeah screenshot mode, cosmetics, and online challenges, I\u2019m looking at you..)

I bought this game quite early as I really enjoyed playing Middle Earth: Shadow of Mordor, however I quit the game right after
about 10 hours when I realized what they did with the story, and how they ruined one of my favorite characters from the
universe of Middle Earth : (

The thing I disliked the most was the way the developers decided to design Shelob
(The great spider we see in The Lord of the Rings movie who stung Frodo and succumbed to her wounds after a furious fight
with Sam).

First and foremost, her design was dull,
She looked too modern and genuinely felt out of place through the whole story.

In depth:
This one spider is the child of Ungoliant,
A creature more old and wicked, who used to dwell in Middle Earth in the early days, taking the form of a great spider.

Yet none of those great spiders(according to the books AND the movies) ever used any sort of shapeshifting capabilities.
(Yes, I\u2019m aware that the game is not canon)

While I do understand the perspective of the developers trying to look at the character from different angles and attempting to
make the game more visually appealing,
In my opinion it could be way better if they left Shelob in her spider form without giving her those weird shapeshifting
capabilities and making her appear like some average medieval prostitute shapeshifter...

...
About a year since then,
I decided to play the game once more, trying to ignore this whole Shelob nonsense that I was outraged by.

And oh well,
To my surprise, after about 35 hours of gameplay I have finished this whole nonsensical storyline and focused on the game
mechanics, the screenshots mode and the end game stuff,
Then I became an addict assembling all sorts of weird orc squads, doing online challenges and screenshot hunting... What a
fantasic indie game this is! {psst.. imagine tons of sarcasm in this statement)

This game is nothing but a rushed indie asset mash-together that runs and plays like a sick brainless dog.. which ironically can
also be found inside this game! WooHooo!

Watch my first impressions review right HERE to see it live:
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=p2W2PrJ90ns
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NOT Recommended. 9% was my score, highlighted by a 0 score in the most important part of my scoring, "value". All Evil
Night is nothing but a Steal your cash Blight.. Flicky was an early looping platforming game on arcade that was made by Sega of
Japan in 1984 which then got ported on some platforms at that time. Yep, it's that old. Then in 1991 Sega decided to bring it
onto their fancy japanese modem for Sega Megadrive as one of the games that you could download, thus making a port, by Sega
of Japan as well I belive. I am pretty sure that modem device couldn't hold big games, so they had to fill it in with small ones,
like Flicky port. And probably quick ones too.
And then they decided to bring it to the world outside of Japan as a physical release, 1 Megabit cartridge.
And it all would have been awesome but I heard that it was priced too highly for budget title, what a nasty. So much for a budget
title of game that was already considered ancient.

The game that you have here is nothing more than emulation of Sega Genesis version.

Now, technical part about Sega's emulation here:
The Sega Classic games that you purchase on Steam count as DLCs for "Sega Mega Drive & Genesis Classics" game that should
appear in your library.
It has Bedroom HUB which is the one with many features yet lags for many and Simply Launcher which lacks Workshop and
Online but at least it works just fine for everybody.
However, Simple Launcher has it's fair share of glitches as well. It can crash. And it does the second time you go to main menu,
so always quit after saving there so it doesn't crash when you want to save next time!
Emulation itself, mostly sound, isn't that good but it does it's job. Also, yes, emulator supports quick saves.
As alternative, you can use external emulator to run games that you purchased. Sega kindly placed in all games that you
purchased in "uncompressed ROMs" folder that program itself doesn't use, just change file extension to ".bin" or so. The file for
this one being "FLICKY_UE.68K".
I also demand you to read digital manual of this game first. You can find it here on store page or go to "manuals" folder of game
root and open "FLICKY_PC_MG_EFIGS_US.pdf".

Also, simple launcher doesn't keep the emulator's save states after quitting for this game for some reason.

This game stars Flicky, cute blue bird with red cheeks, on his quest to rescue Chirps, small yellow birdies, from the evil cats
called Tigers, which are cutely enough called Nyannans in Japan by the way, and lizard Iggy. The game takes on 48 rounds,
which are one-screen levels that loop horizontally, so you always see everything on screen. Just like early arcade games it
actually loops levels again after that, albeit at higher difficulty, mostly speeding up enemies. Plus lizard at early levels. And with
cosmetic changes on levels.
But hey, at least for Genesis version they actually added the credits sequens for the first 48 levels to congratulate you on being
such a super player. That will do for removing title screen animation.

Your mission is to take every Chirp on the level to the exit by touching them and leading them there. However, it's not easy as it
sounds, because the two cats on the level are actively chasing you, looking all dumb and predictable until they decide to turn
around out of blue. They all kill Flicky on a single contact, so you have to be careful. The lizard on other hand, which appears
from Round 10, is just running around wall by himself, albeit he still defeats Flicky as well. The only nasty thing about him is
that in order to cover every wall he occasionally runs over background vertically without any warning. Albeit it's pre-
determinated on each level, so with memorization you know where he will go. Still, it's quite nasty, would have been better if
there were some indication of where he will go vertically, like ropes.
One cat also speeds up if you take too long on a level. But then again, you are likely to take around 30 seconds per level. It's just
such an amazing pick-up-play quickie game.
Arcade also had a cute-chubby-dragon that would smash window and shoot fireball at idle player. But hey, it was just "get out
from arcade cabinet then" thing, so eh.

And yep, graphics and sound\/music were considered outdated even back then. Heck, they didn't manage to handle graphics of 7
year old arcade, there is less shading and thus cats are easily lost over the brown background. Music even seemed to annoy my
ears at first, having headphones and all. Still, at least they redrew cats to make them more cute.

One of the things that keep this game from being bland is the way that Flicky controls. He is a bit slippery. He hovers down
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after jumping high slowly. He also bounces off the walls, which will throw off new players at first, but it seems to add to joy of
momentum, somehow. It just feels so right and nice to control the heroine. You also isn't completely defenseless. You can pick
up the item by passing near it and then throw it by pressing jump button. Which is the only action aside from D-Pad that this
game uses, making it as good as Sonic, har har. But yep, it's not set to separate button or anything. Unlike Wonder Boy or early
Mario games where they set projectile throwing onto run button was just a wayaround over limited controllers (and I think that
Nintendo kept it for Super Mario World from what I remember, showing that they hate players) in Flicky it means that you can't
just walk anywhere you want weapon-ready. Gotta use them more wisely.

And another thing that this arcade game does so well is making you risk more for bigger reward. You get a huge amount of
score if you complete level in 20 seconds. Or if you beat bonus stage perfectly, where you catch Chirks as Nyannans throw them
up into air from their see-saws. Or if you carry all the Chirps at once to the exit which is harder to do as Nyannans will break the
lines of Chirps that they touch and Chirps with sunglasses will blindly run into single directions once broken away. And the only
way that you get additional lives is by reaching sertain scores. Lives are very valuable, as you get only 2-3 (depends on how you
count "zero lives left") of them and no continues, so you want to play it riskier. And sometime you want to take a more careful
approach.

Well, it almost works if forget that Sega decided to have only 5 additional lives that you can earn by scoring, that you get
halfway through the game, so that's eh.
Still, if you do real good then a bikini girl will appear behind window on certain level, wagging her back around, so there we go,
the ultimate motivator to git gud.
Funny that Arcade had more innocent animation of girl waving her hand at window. But hey, you should have seen ads in 90s.

I will tell you this though - Flicky is no joke. Let me tell you an average dialogue with friend:
- Games nowdays are made for people with limited 30fps brain capalities and their moms. They are never going to capture the
overwhelming greatness of Planescape: Torment that requires REAL force of will without any handholding and only
HARDCORE can appreciate maturity of Deus Ex with no cover regerations that all the puppies nowadays can't stop sucking up
to. The way that Resident Evil 4 was casualized with infinite saving makes me rage!
- Fam, chill, you aren't like yourself unless you play arcade game. Here, take Flicky.
- Oh, my, god, there are CATS ON SEESAWS! *Death from cute. And from awesome arcade gameplay.*
Dialogue is fully fictional, no responsibilities will be taken, your friend might be a horrible person who can't open his heart.

Overall, early addictive arcade classic. Don't mess with Flickies!
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